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Blast-induced droplet breakup producing ultra ﬁne water mist process was examined in view of
assessing its implications on blast mitigation. An earlier review proposed that droplet breakup process,
amongst other implications, may weaken the shock due to breakup energy absorption. In this work,
droplet breakup energies for water droplets have been determined from the surface energies of both
parent and child droplets. A breakup energy of 18 J/kg was required to fragment a 0.5 mm parent droplet
into 10,000 mono-dispersed child droplets. Compared to the vaporization energy of 2.25 MJ/kg, the
droplet breakup energy was found not signiﬁcant in weakening the shock. While the droplet
deformation energy and curvature effects could increase the breakup energy, its overall contribution to
the total energy extraction was not as signiﬁcant as the latent heat of vaporization. Further, the analysis
shows about 22-fold increase in surface area of the child droplets. The study revealed the surface-tovolume ratio of the ultra ﬁne droplets and their vaporization timescale should be well positioned for
shock energy extraction.
& 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The US Navy has recognized the beneﬁts of water mist for ﬁre
suppression [1,2], and as a result these systems have been
installed in the Navy’s latest class of amphibious ships, the San
Antonio class (LPD-17). As these systems are being included in
more ship designs, there is a desire to investigate their potential
use in limiting the primary damage area (PDA) caused by an
explosion from a weapon or terrorist attack [3–5]. Many reports
have cited mitigation of condensed-phase explosions and vapor
cloud explosions using water mist, and a few have addressed
some of the plausible mechanisms by which mitigation was
achieved [3,5]. These include the extraction of energy from both
the shock front and the chemical reaction zone when water
droplets fragment and evaporate [3,5]. The water mist droplet size
and concentration, the chemical composition of the explosive
(missile, TNT, dust cloud), and the geometric complexity of the
area being mitigated determine how well the water droplet
interaction promotes energy absorption and thus mitigation.
Ideally, a shipboard water mist system would mitigate the
initial blast overpressures and any quasi-static overpressures and
secondary effects caused by a blast. Shipboard environments are
geometrically complex, consisting of multiple compartments
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ranging in size and containing varying degrees of congestion.
A few reports suggest that a blast in this type of environment
could actually enhance the overpressures due to the reﬂection of
shock waves [3]. The other issues are the time, the amount of
water, and water droplet size needed to achieve mitigation in the
event of an incident.
The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) was sponsored by the
Ofﬁce of Naval Research (ONR) to study these issues by
conducting a series of small-scale blast mitigation tests in the
summer of 2005 [6]. The tests were carried out in a bombproof
shelter at the Naval Surface Warfare Center (NSWC), Indian Head,
Maryland using TNT. In the TNT blast experiments, the quasistatic pressure produced by the detonation of a 5 lb (2.2 kg TNT)
charge of TNT was reduced by as much as 47%. Approximately
27 liters of water was injected into a compartment whose inside
dimensions were 4.6 m  4.6 m  3.1 m (15.1 ft  15.1 ft  10.1 ft).
The water mist characterization studies indicated that mitigation
was achieved with droplet sizes ranging from 35 to 550 mm with a
Sauter mean diameter (SMD) 450 mm and a mass loading of
76–87 g/m3 [7]. Thus, only about 18–21% of the 412 g/m3 was
suspended at any given time in the test series. This is likely the
result of droplets settling to the ﬂoor and along the chamber
walls. SMD is the diameter of the droplet whose surface to volume
ratio is equal to that of the entire spray [8].
The results of the blast mitigation studies suggest that there
are other mechanisms, in addition to water droplet fragmentation
and evaporation [3,5], by which water mist mitigates the blasts.
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tvap
U
V
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Nomenclature
d
dc
dinitial
D
Ep or ep
Ec or ec
mvap,o
mvap,N
Oh
Sp

diameter
maximum diameter
initial diameter of the droplet (m)
diffusion coefﬁcient (m2/s)
surface energy of parent droplet (J)
surface energy of child droplets (J)
mass fraction of water vapor in the mixture.
mass fraction of water vapor away from surface
Ohnesorge number ¼ m/(rds)0.5
surface area of a parent droplet (m2)

s
r
rl
G
Gvap

We propose a comprehensive set of mechanism of interactions.
Fig. 1 shows a schematic of the proposed interaction of
water droplets in the detonation process. The water mist (parent
droplets) is essentially unaffected by the incoming shock
wave. Once the front has passed, the droplets enter an environment where the air is moving at supersonic velocities. These
forces shear the coarse parent droplets into smaller droplets
(child droplets) and energy is absorbed from the shock front.
The child droplets produced can interact with the shock front,
the reaction front, and the reaction product zone (Fig. 1) by other
mechanisms in addition to evaporation to absorb energy from the
blast.
Behind the shock front, the small droplets are rapidly
accelerated to the shock velocity and absorb kinetic energy from
the blast, as there is a transfer of momentum from the gas phase
to the water phase. When the droplets penetrate the reaction
front, they can absorb radiation and evaporate, causing further
weakening of the blast. If the droplets reach the reaction products
zone, more evaporation may occur, resulting in slowing down the
expansion and absorption processes.
The chemical composition of high explosives and its amount
determine the time scales for the shock and reaction front
propagation. Water mist droplet size plays a key role in
determining the time scales for droplet breakup, momentum
transfer, evaporation, and radiation absorption. Blast-induced
droplet breakup process is critical to producing child droplets
capable of penetrating the different blast zones to achieve
mitigation by latent heat and kinetic energy absorption. A number

surface area of child droplet (m2)
evaporation time (s)
velocity (m/s)
relative velocity (m/s)
Weber number ¼ rV/ds
surface tension, water 7.2  102 N/m
density of ﬂuid (kg/m3)
liquid water density ¼ 1000 kg/m3
exchange coefﬁcient ¼ Dr (kg/m s)
water vapor exchange coefﬁcient (kg/m s) ¼ 2.6  105
kg/m s

of recent studies are available that evaluate the effect of ultra ﬁne
mist (UFM) on cooling and suppression of ﬁres [15–19].
An earlier review [3] proposed that droplet breakup process,
amongst other implications, may weaken the shock due to the
breakup energy absorption. The objective of this work was to
assess the implication of droplet breakup process, ﬁrst by
estimating the magnitudes of breakup energy. The breakup
energies for various schemes of droplet size and number of
droplets are compared with the droplet vaporization energies and
their timescales using analytical tools. The overall emphasis is to
identify and understand the factors affecting the blast mitigation
process using water mist. This knowledge can be used to optimize
and engineer future Navy ship-wide water mist systems having
the capability of acting as both a ﬁre suppression system and a
blast mitigation system.

2. Background
The aerodynamic droplet breakup process in water spray blast
mitigation is an attractive beneﬁcial feature for technology
development. This blast-induced droplet breakup occurs due to
local acceleration of the gas and the coarse water droplet
acceleration. The droplet breakup dominates when the relative
velocity between the gas and droplet develops, so that the droplet
Weber number is more than 12 for a sufﬁcient time [3,9–14]. The
process has been demonstrated in reduced scale experiments as
well as in limited large-scale tests.

Propagation
Reaction front

Shock front
Parent water droplets

Radiation absorption

U

Child droplets
Fig. 1. Interaction of water droplets in detonation process.

Reaction products
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The Weber number, We, is
2

We ¼ rV d=s

(1)

In this equation, r is the density of the ﬂuid, V is the initial
relative velocity between the ﬂow ﬁeld and the droplet, d is the
initial diameter of the droplet and s is the surface tension of the
liquid. The mechanism of droplet fragmentation depends on
the Weber number of the parent droplet. The mechanistic
pathways to ﬁnal child droplets generally observed for droplets
in the gas ﬂow ﬁeld are listed below:







Vibration breakup Weo12
Bag breakup 12oWeo50
Bag-and-stamen breakup 50oWeo100
Sheet stripping 100oWeo350
Wave crest stripping followed by catastrophic breakup
We4350

365

and State 2. There is a formation route or path in between these
two states. For example, before the droplet breaks up, the drops
deform and reach an ellipsoidal shape similar to that of an oblate
spheroid. Such a mechanistic pathway imposes an activation
route with an energy barrier to pass through before coming to
State 2. The implication of this will be reviewed and an order of
magnitude analysis will be provided later.
Under favorable conditions, the initial droplet will break into a
larger number of child droplets behind the shock wave. During the
breakup process, there will be a considerable increase in surface
area per unit mass of child droplets that in turn will have
increased droplet surface energy. The droplet surface energy is
computed using the droplet surface area and surface tension of
water as follows:
Surface area of a parent droplet Sp of mass m and diameter d is
Sp ¼ pd

2

(2)

State 1: Surface energy Ep of a parent droplet of diameter d is
A schematic of this mechanism is shown and described by Pilch
and Erdman [14].
As an example, coarse precursor droplets of 1–5 mm
(1000–5000 mm) are fragmented into 20–30 mm. The fragmentation efﬁciency is dependent upon the droplet ﬂow rate, initial
droplet size and concentrations. The UFM (child droplets) formed
by the breakup process is a powerful blast mitigation agent. The
vaporization energy by the ultra ﬁne water mist is one of the
sources of energy extraction from the shock. This analysis
evaluates the time scales and relative contributions these two
processes have on weakening the shock.

2

Ep ¼ pd s

(3)

where s is the surface tension of water.
The total surface area S of child droplets of total mass m and
diameters d1, d2, d3, y, dn is
2

2

2

S ¼ pðd1 þ d2 þ    þ dn Þ

(4)

State 2: Total surface energy of child droplets, Ec, of total mass m
(kg) is
2

2

2

Ec ¼ psðd1 þ d2 þ    þ dn Þ ¼ Ss

(5)

The surface energy difference between the ﬁnal state (State 2)
and the initial state (State 1) per unit mass Eqs. (3) and (5) is
3. Results

DE ¼ ðEc  Ep Þ=m ðJ=kgÞ

3.1. Analysis of breakup process and computing energies
First, a simple droplet breakup process, without referring to
mechanisms, is shown schematically in Fig. 2 in terms of initial
and ﬁnal states. In this simple schematic, the droplet ﬁrst deforms
and elongates under ﬂow-induced stress. This initial state
(State 1) and the ﬁnal state (State 2) are related to the droplet’s
properties such as diameter, surface area, and surface energies, as
shown in Fig. 2.
As a ﬁrst approximation, the energy associated with the
breaking of a single droplet into several child droplets will be
computed based on the surface energy difference between State 1

Surface Energy
Level

State 2

(6)

This is the energy required to break the parent droplet into ‘‘n’’
number of child droplets per unit mass of droplet.
Results are shown in Fig. 3 for a parent (initial) droplet with a
500 mm diameter (0.5 mm) (corresponding to 6.54  108 kg)
breaking up into 10,000 child droplets. Here, the cascading
breakup effects are not considered, namely the parent droplet
directly goes to a child droplet as opposed to intermediate stages,
which are not shown.
Fig. 3 shows how the diameter of the child droplets decreases
as a function of the number of fragments formed. For about 10,000
fragments, the ﬁnal droplet size is close to 23 mm. These are
mono-disperse droplets. Calculations can be done using Monte

d1,s1,e1

d2,s2,e2

dn,sn,en

Fragmented child droplets

Breakup Energy

Surface Energy
Level

State 1

Parent
droplet
d,s.,e

Fig. 2. Various surface energy states for droplet breakup into child droplets.
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Fig. 3. Diameter of child droplets as a function of number of fragments formed.
Initial droplet diameter, 500 mm.
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Fig. 5. Surface energy variation with number of child droplets.
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Fig. 6. Breakup energy variation with number of child droplets. Initial droplet
diameter, 500 mm.

Fig. 4. Variation of surface area as a function of number of droplets. Initial
diameter, 500 mm, and initial surface area, 12 m2/kg.

Carlo methods for a wide range of droplet size distributions.
However, this approach is not considered here since, for the
calculation of surface energy, all that matters is the total surface
area of the ﬁnal droplets. The droplet fragments formed are just in
the right size range for blast mitigation to occur by rapid energy
extraction by UFM.
Fig. 4 shows how the surface area per unit mass increases as a
function of the number of child droplets. The initial surface area of
the parent droplet is 12 m2/kg, and upon its fragmentation into
child droplets the surface area increases to 260 m2/kg. This
22-fold increase in surface area of 23 mm mono-dispersed UFM
will increase the surface energy of droplets as well as their
vaporization rates. The increase in surface area will have two
immediate implications: (1) an increase in the surface energy of
the child droplets that will be absorbed by the shock, causing
more energy extraction and possible weakening of the shock, and
(2) rapid vaporization of UFM absorbing 2.25  106 J/kg of water.
Fig. 5 shows the surface energies of fragmented droplets, and
how it is increased from 0.88 to 18.5 J/kg for 10,000 droplets. This
increase in surface energy results from the new surfaces created
by the child droplets. This energy has to come from the shock
wave. The difference in energies of the parent and the child
droplets is shown in Fig. 6. This is the net energy to be extracted
from the shock to break the parent droplets. This energy
extraction, if signiﬁcant, could weaken its strength. The total
energy extraction is approximately 18 J/kg when the coarse water

spray droplets are fragmented into UFM. This magnitude is small
compared to 2.25  106 J energy extraction by 1 kg of water upon
complete vaporization. Thus, the energy budget clearly indicates
that the contribution from the breakup process, as compared to
latent heat absorption, is not signiﬁcant. The fragmentation of the
parent droplet is, however, very important to the global process.
The increase in surface area created by the child droplets will
enhance shock energy extraction by reducing the vaporization
time scales.

3.2. Deformation transition energy consideration in breakup
process path
Based on the energy extraction possibilities presented, the
magnitude of the droplet breakup energy is far less effective
compared to the enthalpy of vaporization of water. The breakup
energy is based on the computed surface energy difference between
State 1 (parent droplet) and State 2 (child droplets). However, the
droplets must go through an energy barrier process before reaching
their ﬁnal state. For example, when a completely spherical droplet is
subjected to the ﬂow ﬁeld, its windward side will have higher
pressure compared to the forward stagnation point. Fig. 7 shows a
schematic of energy states for parent droplet, child droplets, and the
intermediate activation process of deformation.
The droplets ﬁrst deform into ellipsoid shapes as shown in
Fig. 8 before they go through several of the mechanisms
illustrated and described by Pilch and Erdman [14]. In the
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vibrational type shown for a low Weber number (Weo12),
droplets start necking in and break into two droplets after
becoming ellipsoid. This curvature effect will push the surface
energy to a higher state before fragmentation occurs, leading to
additional energy absorption. This process is not considered
important because the Weber number encountered in the
detonation ﬁeld must be higher.
Referring to the bag breakup process described by Pilch and
Erdman [14] and illustrated in Fig. 8, there is a signiﬁcant
curvature effect, as the surface goes through ellipsoid and bag. The
deformation will add additional surface area. Before the droplet
breaks up, the drop deforms and reaches an ellipsoidal shape,
similar to that of an oblate spheroid as shown in Fig. 7.
Chryssakis and Assaniss [12] have published descriptions
of high Weber number droplet breakup with various deformation proﬁles for droplets undergoing fragmentation. Hslang and
Faeth [13] conducted experiments in a wide range of conditions
and showed that the maximum droplet distortion can be
expressed as
dc =d ¼ 1 þ 0:19We1=2 ;

Oho0:1; Weo100

(7)

367

viscosity effects. However, when We4100, typical of detonation
conditions,
dc =d2;

Oho0:1; We4100

(8)

As shown in Fig. 7, the diameter increases to twice the original,
but the other diameter also varies. This indicates that the surface
area variation and the curvature effects before they fragment
will not be signiﬁcant considering the initial (State 1) and
ﬁnal state (State 2) of a huge number of child droplets. This still
is an insigniﬁcant amount of energy addition compared to the
vaporization energy, which is 2.25  106 J/kg of water.

3.3. Energy extraction by vaporization of fragmented droplets
and the time scales
The next aspect to be evaluated is the vaporization time scales
of these fragmented droplets. For a qualitative judgment of the
relative estimate of the droplet size effect on the vaporization
behavior, the d2-law droplet evaporation calculation is used here.
This expression does not consider the effects of the coupled ﬂow

where d is the droplet diameter, dc is the maximum distorted
diameter, and Oh is the Ohnesorge number incorporating the

1.000000
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Time (s)

0.010000

0.001000

0.000100

0.000010
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0

Fig. 7. A schematic of activation process of droplet deformation before reaching
the ﬁnal child droplet stage.
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Fig. 9. d2-law evaporation time scales of child droplets from the shock-induced
droplet breakup process. Vaporization time is calculated at 100 1C at 0% humidity.
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Fig. 8. Droplet breakup mechanisms.
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ﬁeld, heat transfer, and residence time. As such, the approach
gives only a qualitative behavior of a single droplet.
The evaporation time of a single droplet of water:
2

t vap ¼

8Gvap

d
r
 initial l

mvap;o mvap;1
ln 1 þ 1mvap;o

(9)

where
tvap
dinitial

rl
Gvap
G
mvap,o
mvap,N

evaporation time (s)
initial diameter of the droplet (m)
liquid water density ¼ 1000 kg/m3
water vapor exchange coefﬁcient (kg/m s) ¼ 2.6  105
kg/m s
exchange coefﬁcient ¼ Dr (D ¼ vapor diffusion coefﬁcient (m2/s), r is the vapor density (kg/m3))
mass fraction of water vapor in the mixture at
temperature T (K) at the droplet surface.
mass fraction of water vapor away from surface at
temperature T (K). In this example, the relative humidity,
RH ¼ 0 (dry air). mvap,N ¼ 0.

The variation of droplet vaporization time as a function of
droplet fragments from 0.1 to 500 mm is shown in Fig. 9. Note that
the droplet vaporization time scales start at microseconds for
nearly micron-sized droplets and increase to minutes for coarse
droplets of 0.5 mm (500 mm). It is expected that these time scales
will be much shorter, at high temperatures (in excess of 2000 1C)
encountered in shock front. However, because of very high
velocity, the residence time will be very short. Then, only droplets
with vaporization time scales of microseconds or shorter will
respond to shock energy extraction. The droplets of UFM (below
23 mm) will exhibit vaporization time scales of microseconds or
lower at those temperatures.
The analysis indicates that UFM (below 23 mm) formed during
the breakup process will be positioned to extract the energy from
the shock by vaporization in terms of closely matching microsecond time scales. As seen, the time scales for coarse droplets are
of the order of seconds; these droplets may contribute very little
to the mitigation process if they are not fragmented. Based on the
residence time scaling by the CFD modeling study, we ﬁnd that
even 100 mm droplets are not very well positioned for extracting
energy by vaporization efﬁciently, since the residence time and
vaporization time scales together will not match shock-induced
vaporization. Unfortunately, these medium scale droplets of
100 mm will not be fragmented because the Weber number will
be much lower than 12.
Based on energetics, as described by Salter [20] in the report,
we need about 2.0 kg of water to balance the explosive energy of
1.0 kg of TNT. This is based on 2.25 MJ/kg of latent heat of water
and 4.45 MJ/kg of explosive energy of TNT. As shown in the
calculations presented here, the enormous number of droplets
formed during the droplet breakup provides a huge surface area
which accelerates the vaporization process. Besides vaporization,
it is important to note the signiﬁcant effect the drop concentration
(1 1011 drops/kg) has on the speed of sound in a water–air
mixture as reported by Karplus and Klinch [21] and Susan [22].
This will have a signiﬁcant effect on the directions of propagation
of shock waves.

4. Conclusions
Droplet breakup energies of coarse droplets of 0.5 mm were
determined from the surface energies of both parent and child
droplets. A breakup energy of 18 J/kg was required to fragment a

0.5 mm parent droplet into 10,000 mono-dispersed 23 mm
droplets. This energy extraction due to fragmentation when
compared to the vaporization energy of 2.25  106 J/kg is insigniﬁcant in weakening the shock. While the droplet deformation
energy and curvature effects could increase the breakup energy,
its overall contribution to the total energy extraction was not as
signiﬁcant as the vaporization enthalpy. However, there are far
more important implications of the formation of blast-induced
UFM droplets on the mitigation process. The analysis showed that
there is a signiﬁcant increase in the droplet vaporization rate with
the 22-fold increase in surface area of the 23 mm child droplets.
Thus, the surface-to-volume ratio of the ultra ﬁne droplets and
their vaporization time scales of microseconds indicate they
should be well positioned for shock energy extraction. The
opportunity exists for further investigation, optimization, and
integration of the blast-induced droplet break process for
explosion mitigation technology.
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